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2004 Educational Programs

Western Conference of Prepaid Medical
Service Plans
Note: The meetings below are sponsored by the Western Conference of Prepaid Medical
Service Plans, not the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association. For more information visit
www.westernconference.org.
External Operations Conference
Date:

June 8 - 11, 2004

Location:

The Westin Crown Center - Kansas City, Missouri

Description:

External Operations Conference

Targel Audience:

External operations staff such as marketing and sales; corporate
communications; professional relations and provider networks;
underwriting and actuarial; and medical directors that are members
of Lhe VVesLern Conference.

Contact:

www.westernconference.org

2004 Educational Programs
Knowledge is your greatest asset. By harnessing the wealth of knowledge
within the Blue Cross and Blue Shield System, you can learn about
successful business practices that deliver results in the independent Blue
Plans. Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association (BCBSA) is pleased to present
the most current program information available for 2004 conferences,
training and educational programs. These programs will enable you to learn
new techniques in your area of expertise and will provide the opportunities
for you to expand your network of peers in the Blues.
Please visit our extranet site, at http://blueweb.bcbs.com, for more
information on BCBSA educational programs. To register online for the
conferences, visit www.bcbs.com/events and enter the User Name

Internal Operations Conference

"BlueEvents" and the Password ''register?'

Date:

July 11 - 14, 2004

Location:

Hilton San Diego Resort - San Diego, California

To obtain additional information about a specific program, please contact

Description:

Internal Operations Conference

the Conference Registrar at 312.297.5825.

Target Audience:

Internal operations staff involved in the following disciplines: accounting,
claims, customer service, finance, human resources, information systems,
and membership.

If you are interested in exhibit opportunities, please visit

Contact:

www.wesLernconference.org

www.bcbs.com/conferences and enter the User Name "meeting"
and the Password "blue?'

Leadership 2004 Conference
Date:

September 19 - 22, 2004

Location:

Westin Bayshore Hotel - Vancouver, British Columbia

Description:

Annual Leadership Conference

Target Audience:

Chief executive officers, board members, and senior management in Plans
that are members of the Western Conference.

Contact:

www.westernconference.org
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Communications

Orientation to BCBSA
Senior Plan Executive Orientation
Date:

January 15 - 16, 2004 and Fall 2004 (TBD)

Location:

Intercontinental Chicago - Chicago, Illinois

Description:

The program provides attendees an in-depth understanding of the
Association's role and governance process, its relationship with Plans,
and the programs and resources available to Plans through BCBSA.

Target Audience:

Executives of licensed Plans and affiliates new to the Blue Cross Blue
Shield System, or in new positions that interact with BCBSA.

Registration Fee:

No Charge

see Marketing .......................................................18

Compliance
Compliance and Ethics Conference ......................................8

Consortium Health Plans, Inc.
Healthcare Forum ....................................................8
CHPI Board of Director's Meetings ......................................9

Contact Center, Claims and Customer Service
Customer Contact Center and Claims Conference ..........................9

Corporate Strategy and Leadership

Provider Relations
Focus on Providers Conference
Date:

April 1 - 2, 2004

Location:

Westin Horton Plaza - San Diego, California

Description:

This year's Focus on Providers Conference has been expanded to offer
attendees an environment where they can learn strategies for enhancing
local and inter-Plan provider relations.This year's program will include
exclusive sessions for executives and senior management (e.g., vice
presidents, executive directors).

Target Audience:

Provider relations and contracting staff, network managers, national
account and medical management staff.

Registration Fee:

$350

Duke Executive Leadership Forum ......................................9
Institute for Business Strategy Development ..............................10

Disaster Recovery, Business Resumption
and Contingency Planning
Disaster Recovery, Business Resumption and
Contingency Planning Conferenee ......................................10

e-Business
e-Busincss Summit ..................................................10

Federal Employee Program (FEP)
2004 F EP National Conference .........................................11
F EP Field Service Planning Meeting ....................................11

Training
Training and Organizational Development Conference
Date:

January 12 - 13, 2004

Location:

Westin Kierland Resort & Spa - Scottsdale, Arizona

Description:

The conference will focus on the key issues facing Blue managers in
training and organizational development.The goals of the program are to
share best practices in the Blues, provide an opportunity for networking
and peer interaction and explore the trends in the healthcare environment
that will affect training.While BCBSA vvill appropriately involve outside
business partners and highly value their participation, the main focus will
be on implementing best practices in the Blues.

Target Audience:

Chief learning officers, training and organizational development managers,
marketing trainers, IT trainers, operational trainers, human resource
executives, program facilitators, and others responsible for training and
organizational development.

Registration Fee:

$500

Finance and Tax
Chief Financial Officers Conference .....................................12
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Financial Training Program ...................12
National Finance, Actuarial and Underwriting Conference .................12
National Tax Conference ..............................................13

Government Business Services
Medicare Financial Meeting ...........................................13
Senior Medicare Executives Meeting ....................................13
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Exhibiting and sponsorship opportunities available. Contact Judy Noel at 312.297.6328 or
Judy.noel@bcbsa.com.
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National Medical Management Forum
Date:

April 14 - 16, 2004

Location:

Fairmont Chicago - Chicago, Illinois

Description:

This program will provide the opportunity to share and collaborate on
medical management activities designed to improve Plan operations.
Workgroups will address the following topics: disease managemenl,
utilization management, case management, medical economics,
government programs, medical policy, pharmaceutical management,
national programs, behavioral health and health promotion.There will
be an additional session in October during the Best Practices in Medical
and Pharmacy Management Conference.

Target Audience:

Registration Fee:

Medical management professionals including medical directors;
government program directors; compliance managers; case, care and
utilization managers; and pharmacy staff.
$500

Exhibiting and sponsorship opportunities available. Contact Judy Noel at 312.29Z6328 or
jud:y noel@bcbsa.com.

Healthcare Trends
Basics of the Healthcare Landscape and Trends in the Healthcare Landscape .. 14

Information Technology
ITS TAG/User Group Combo Meeting ......... .. . .. . . . ......... .. ... .. . .14

Internal Audit
National Internal Audit and Anti-Fraud Conference . .. ... . .. ..............14
Internal Audit Training Program .. .. .. ... ...... ... .. .. .. .... .... .......15

Inter-Plan Programs
Inter-Plan Programs Annual Meeting . ........... ..... .. .... ........... .15

Inter-Plan Programs Technologies
Introduction to ITS and Plan Profile Training ............ ...... ...... .. . .. 16
ITS Plan Profile and BlueExchange® .. ................. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. ..16
Uniform Pricing Facility & Other Party Liability .... ....... .... .... ....... .17
SIRF & Adjustments; Non-claim Formats; and Central Financial Agency ..... .17

National Employee Benefits
2004 Benefits Meeting for Blue Plans (NEBA Conference)
Date:

April 28-50, 2004

Location:

BCBSA Headquarters - Chicago, Illinois

Description:

This conference is an opportunity for Plans' employee benefit professionals to
share best practices and to learn about the ]alesl benefit news and trends.

Targel Audience:

Human resource and fmance officers, benefits managers, Plan administrators.

Registration Fee:

$500

Labor
National Labor Management Healthcare Strategies Conference ..... .. ..... ..17

Lawyers
58th Annual Lawyers' Conference ... .... ... ... ..... .... .. .. ....... .. ...18

Marketing
National Marketing and Communications Conference and
National Program Delivery Conference ........... . .. .. .. ................18

Medical Management

NASCO

Blues' Exclusive NCQA Advanced Training Program and
HED IS® Conference .... . .......... ... ... .............. ........... .. ..18

2004 NASCO Network Conference

Best Practices in Medical and Pharmacy Management Conference . ...... ... .19

Note: The meeting below is sponsored by NASCO, not the Blue Cross and Blue Shield

National Medical Management Forum . ....................... .. ... .. ...20

Association.

Date:

September (Tentative)

Location:

Florida (Tentative)

Description:

The conference will cover various topics, such as e-business, HIPAA,
reducing costs/improving efficiencies and account implementations,
presented in a format geared to help the Blues excel competitively in
the naUonal account marketplace.

Target Audience:

Plan managers, directors, vice presidents and analysts from areas that
interact with NASCO, including systems, operations, sales/marketing,
finance and underwriting.

Registration Fee:

No charge

Contact:

E-mail beth.kiefer@nasco.com or call Beth Kiefer al 678.441.6013

National Employee Benefits
2004 Benefits Meeting for Blue Plans (NEBA Conference) .... .......... ....20

National Program Delivery
see Marketing ... . .... ... .. .. .. ..... ...... ....... . .. .. .. ...... .......18
NASCO
2004 NASCO Network Conference .... .. . ......... ...... .. .. ...... ......20
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NCQA Jointly sponsored by National Committee on Quality Assurance
(NCOA) and Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association (BCBSA). This
advanced training program, which draws upon the same methods and
materials used by NCQA for training surveyors, helps participants
develop a thorough understanding of the intent of the 2003 accreditation
standards, including how NCQA surveyors critically assess documentation
to determine compliance with the standards. This meeting is exclusive to
Blue Plans and will provide ample opportunities to network with colleagues
from around the country.

Orientation to BCBSA
Senior Plan Executive Orientation ......................................21

Provider Relations
Focus on Providers Conference ........................................21

Training
Training and Organizational Development Conference .....................21

HEDIS - Developed for Blue quality improvement professionals, this
conference offers a diverse faculty representing NCQA, Blue Plans, major
HEDlS auditing firms, behavioral health providers, and a major university.
Together they will share their knowledge of techniques to improve HE D IS
collection and improve outcomes.The conference will use both lectures
and interactive workgroups, where participants can exchange HEDIS
ideas with their Blue peers. The HEDIS conference will provide an updale
on the latest information on H EDIS measurements, audits, HIPAA and
best practices.

Western Conference of Prepaid Medical Service Plans
External Operations Conference .......................................22
Internal Operations Conference ........................................22
Annual Leadership 2004 Conference ....................................22

Audience for
NCQA:
Audience for
IIEDIS:

BCBS quality management staff and medical directors.
All individuals involved in IIEDIS, quality improvement, and
performance measurement.

Registration Fees: NCQA: Approximately $795
H ED IS: Approximately $495
Both Programs: Approximately $1095

Exhibiting and sponsorship opportunities available. Contact Judy iVoel at 312.297.6328 or
judy noel@bcbsa.com.

Best Practices in Medical and Pharmacy Management Conference
Date:

November 7 - 9, 2004

Location:

Sheraton Chicago - Chicago, Illinois

Description:

This conference, supported by the National Council of Physician Executives,
will provide attendees with an opportunity to learn about the latest
innovations in healthcare and pharmacy management.

Target Audience:

BCBS executives including medical directors, QI, network, provider
relations and pharmacy directors; clinical pharmacists; case managers;
health promotion educators and utilization management staff;
government programs staff; and other health management staff.

Registration Fee:

Approximately $300

Exhibiting and sponsorship opportunities available. Contact Judy Noel at 312.297.6328 or
judynoel@bcbsa.com.
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2004 Educational Programs

Lawyers

Anti-Fraud

38th Annual Lawyers' Conference

National Internal Audit and Anti-Fraud Conference

Date:

May 5 - 7, 2004

Date:

May 26 - 28, 2004

Location:

Hyatt Regency Newport - Newport, Rhode Island

Location:

Westin River North - Chicago, Illinois

Description:

This conference will focus on issues affecting the current legal and
political environment.

Description:

Target Audience:

Plan attorneys and legal counsel retained by the Plan.

Registration Fee:

$775

This conference provides information that will help attendees better
understand the nature of fraud in the healthcare industry, along wilh Lhe
dynamics and challenges facing internal audit staff at the Blue Cross and
Blue Shield Plans. The blend of general session and workshop topics will
provide insight into new and innovative fraud detection programs, specific
fraud prevention and awareness techniques, fraud prosecution procedures,
internal audit strategies and best practices, FEP and BlueCard ® audit
topics, management roundtables, BCBS IA QAR training, corporate
governance, risk analysis, and specific IS and operational audit programs.
This conference also provides an opportunity for attendees to network
with other Blue Cross and Blue Shield anti-fraud and internal audit
personnel and guest speakers.CPE credits offered.

Target Audience:

All internal audit, IS audit and anti-fraud personnel.

Registration Fee:

$995 ($895 early bird discount available)

Exhibiting opportunities available. Contact Judy Noel at 312.297.6328 or judy. noel@bcbsa.com.

Marketing
National Marketing and Communications Conference and
National Program Delivery Conference
Date:

May 23 - 25, 2004

Location:

Marriott Philadelphia Hotel - Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Description:

This conference will be an invaluable forum for sharing best practices
of the Blues.Hot topics in marketing, communications, and national
accounts will be the main areas of focus.

Target Audience:

Marketing, sales, communications, media relations and advertising
executives; network/product development specialists; operations
representatives; and national account managers.

Certified Health Consultant

$550

Date:

Summer 2004

Location:

TBD

Description:

Medical Management

This conference provides leading edge training and education on sales
and marketing issues. Participants have the potential to earn two
prestigious designations (CHC and PARM).

Target Audience:

Blues' Exclusive NCQA Advanced Training Program and HEDIS®
Conference

BCBS sales and marketing staff, actuaries and underwriters working in
teams with sales and service staff are encouraged to attend.

Registration Fee:

$1,150

Registration Fee:

Exhibiting and sponsorship opportunities available. Contact Judy Noel at 312.297.6328 or
judy.noel@bcbsa.com.

Date:

August 18 - 20, 2004

Location:

Marriott Chicago - Chicago, Illinois

Description:

Two different programs conducted sequentially. The NCQA program
begins Wednesday, August 18 and runs through noon on Thursday,
August 19. The HEDIS program begins at approximately 1:00 p.m. on
Thursday, August 19 and continues through close of day on August 20.
You may attend either program or both.

Exhibiting and sponsorship opportunities available. Contact Judy Noel at 312.297.6328 or
judy.noel@bcbsa.com.

Certified Health Consultant Program (CHC)

.....
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Compliance

IT S Uniform Pricing Facil ity & Other Party Liabil ity

Compl iance and Ethics Conference
Date:

March 1 - 4, 2004

Location :

Sheraton Palace Hotel - San Francisco, California

Description :

This conference enables Blue Plans to better understand current trends
impacting Plan compliance and ethics practices. CPE credits ottered.
There will be two optional sessions held before the conference:
■ I ntroduction to Compliance and Ethics - ln this newly updated session,
attendees will gain a basic understanding of healthcare-related compliance
and ethics issues.
■ Best Practices Compl iance and Eth ics Rou ndta ble - This session
is designed for compliance & ethics professionals who have significant
compliance and/or ethics experience.
Note: These two sessions run simultaneously, so participants may attend

one or the other, but not both.

Target Audience:

Date:

July 15 - 1 6, 2004

Location:

Seattle, Washington

Description:

ITS U n iform Pricing Facility & Other Party Liability: This module reviews
how claims are priced by the UPF calculator as well as how discounts and
charges are applied. Th e Other Party Liability portion explains how to
identify claim entries essential for successful OPL calculation and
processing. Session is 1 1 /2 days.

Target Audience:

ITS U n iform Pricing Facil ity & Other Party Liability: Individuals who
process ITS claims or who are involved in claims pricing and/or auditing.

<,;

IT S SIRF & Adjustments; Non-claim Formats; Central Financial Agency
Date:

November 2 - 5, 2004

Location :

Atlanta, Georgia

Description :

ITS SIRF & Adj ustm ents: This module examines the Standard Inter-Plan
Resolution Facility (S IRF) which is used to facilitate communication
between Plans about claims "in progress?' The training also focuses on
how to correct adj udicated claims. Session is 1 1 /2 days.

Typically, attendees have included staff in the following departments :
legal, compliance, privacy, human resources, and internal audit.

Registration Fees : Compliance and Ethics Conference: $ 1 , 120 ($ 1 ,020 early bird discount available)
Introduction to Compliance and Ethics : $775 ($675 early bird discount available)
Best Practices Compliance and Ethics Roundtable: $ 1 75

ITS Non-claim Formats: This module examines in detail the M EF, PDF, CBF
formats and how they are used in ITS claims processing. Session is 1 day.
ITS Central Financial Agency: This module explains the role and functions
of the Central .Financial Agency, which manages financial transfers and
reimbursements between Plans once claims are successfully adj udicated.
Session is 1 day.

Consortium Health Plans, Inc.
Note: The meetings below are sponsored by Consortium Health Plans, Inc., not the Blue Cross
and Blue Shield Association. For more information on Consortium Health Plans' meetings,
call Debra Shepard at 4 10.772.2904 or debbie.shepard@chpmail.com.

Target Audience:
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April 2 5 - 28, 2004

Location :

Phoenix, Arizona

Description:

Opportunity for Blue national account executives to interact with key
benefit consultants and brokers.

Target Audience :

Account executives, sales representatives and others involved in national
accounts.

Registration Fee:

No charge, by invitation of CHPI

Contact :

Debbie Shepard, 4 10.772.2904 or debbie.shepard@chpmail.com

responsible for claims adjusting or auditing.

ITS Central Financial Agency: Individuals involved in claims adjudication,
claim processing, claims auditing.

Healthcare Forum
Date:

ITS SIRF & Adjustments: lndividuals who process ITS claims, who are

Labor
National Labor Management Healthcare Strategies Conference
Date:

March 9 - 1 1 , 2004

Location:

Westin Diplomat Resort & Spa - Hollywood, Florida

Description:

This annual training conference will give the attendee a unique look at
goals and obj ectives of labor and management in the process of acquiring,
retaining and negotiating healthcare benefits.

Target Audience :

Plan marketing and sales representatives and executives focused on the
labor segment.

Registration Fee:

$595

2004 Educational Programs

Inter-Plan Programs Technologies

CHPI Board of Directors' Meetings

Note: Fee For each conference is $250

Introduction to IT S and Plan Profile Training
Date:

January 27 - 30, 2004

Location:

Phoenix, Arizona

Description:

Introduction to IT S: This module offers an overview of lnter-Plan

BlueCard®

Teleprocessing Services (ITS), the
program, and the key
formats of the ITS claims processing system. Session is 1 1/2 days.
IT S Plan Profile Training : This module explains the Plan Profile rules,

which manage and route claims through ITS. The session reviews how
rules are created and maintained and provides participants opportunities
to create, update and delete rules in a test environment Session is 1 1/2 days.
Target Audience:

Date:

February 1, 2004

Location:

Vail, Colorado

Date:

June 15, 2004

Location:

Chicago, Illinois

Date:

September 15, 2004

Location:

Washington, D.C.

Date:

November 9, 2004

Location:

Baltimore, Maryland

Contact Center, Claims and Customer Service

Introduction to IT S: New Plan staff who have little or no background with

Customer Contact Center Conference and Claims Conference

health insurance or Blue Cross and Blue Shield or who are new to claims
processing and/or Lhe BlueCard® program.
IT S Plan Profile Training : Individuals who process ITS claims and who

need to understand how inter-Plan claims are routed and managed;
individuals who are responsible for managing their Plan's Plan Profile
database.

Date:

March 21 - 24, 2004

Location:

Renaissance Waverl y Hotel - Atlanta, Georgia

Description:

The latest information on call center management from both the customer
service and telecommunications perspective with updates on customer
relationship management, voice-over I/P, tours of other industries' call
centers and much more. The conference will feature two segments of
AT&T's Call Center University designation program and a half-day
technical session for telecommunications executives. This year, for the
first time, there vvill be issues of interest to executives in claims because
of the strong link between claims and customer service.

Target Audience:

Call center, telecommunications, claims and customer service managers.

Registration Fee:

$650 for the conference; $500 for the AT&T Call Center University
designation program.

IT S Plan Profile and BlueExchange®
Date:

April 20 - 23, 2004

Location:

Chicago, Illinois

Description:

IT S Plan Profile: This module explains th e Plan Profile rules, which
manage and route claims through ITS. The session reviews how rules are
created and maintained and provides participants opportunities to create,
update and delete rules in a test environment. Session is 1 1/2 days.
BlueExchange® : This module examines BlueExchange®, the Blue Cross

Exhibiting and sponsorship opportunities available. Contact Judy Noel at 312.297. 6328 or
judy.noel@bcbsa.com.

and Blue Shield Association's inter-Plan system for select HIPAA transaction
processing. The module provides in-depth technical information on how
transactions are processed through BlueExchange®. Session is 1 1/2 days.
Target Audience:

Corporate Strategy and Leadership

IT S Plan Profile: Individuals who process ITS claims and who need to

understand how inter-Plan claims are routed and managed; individuals
who are responsible for managing their Plan's Plan Profile database.
BlueExchange® : Individuals who are engaged in HIPAA transaction

processing or who need to understand the technical processing and Plan
interaction with BlueExchange ®.

Duke Executive Leadership Forum

•

Date:

July 18 - 22, 2004 (Tentative)

Location:

R. David Thomas Center, Fuqua School of Business, Duke University,
Durham, North Carolina

Description:

The Executive Leadership Forum provides an opportunity for Blue
managers to step back and take a broader look at business strategies and
the principles of executive leadership. Experienced faculty from the Amos
Tuck School of Business Administration, Dartmouth College, Babson
College and Blue managers will share best practices on how to effectively
lead an organization.

Audience:

Senior Blue executives, their partners and subsidiaries.

Registration Fee:

Approximately $3,100
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Blue Shield Plans.The blend of general session and workshop topics
will provide insight into new and innovative fraud detection programs,
specific fraud prevention and awareness techniques, fraud prosecution
procedures, internal audit strategies and best practices, FEP and BlueCard®
audit topics, management roundtables, BCBS IA QAR training, corporate
governance, risk analysis, and specific IS and operational audit programs.
This conference also provides an opportu nity for attendees to network
with other Blue Cross and Blue Shield anti-fraud and internal audit
personnel and guest speakers.CPE credits offered.

Institute for Business Strategy Development
Date:

October 11 - 13, 2004

Location:

James Allen Center, Kellogg School of Management,
Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois

Description:

BCBSA's signature course on business strategy will focus on understanding
and responding to the competition and creating a learning organization.
The faculty includes Dipak Jain, Ph.D., Dean, Kellogg School of
Management, Edward Zajac, Ph.D., and Robert Dewar, Ph.D.

Target Audience:

Executives and those with potential for promotion to key positions at
BCBS Plans, their subsidiaries and partners. Typical attendees include:
vice presidents, directors and managers that are involved in formulating
their company's strategic direction.

Registration Fee:

Approximately $2,000

Disaster Recovery, Business Resumption
and Contingency Planning
Disaster Recovery, Business Resumption and Contingency
Planning Workgroup

Target Audience:

All internal audit, IS audit and anti-fraud personnel.

Registration Fee:

$995 ($895 earlybird discount available)

Exhibiting and sponsorship opportunities available. Contact Judy Noel at 312.29Z6328 or
judy. noel@bcbsa. com.

Internal Audit Training Program
Date:

September 13 - 17, 2004

Location:

BCBSA Headquarters - Chicago, Illinois

Description:

This program addresses internal audit administration issues, auditing Plan
functional areas, an overview of various BCBSA health benefit program
audit risks and information technology audit skills. CPE credits offered.

Target Audience:

P lan internal audit staff with six to twenty-four months of Plan experience.
Particularly relevant for those auditors new to managed care.

Registration Fee:

ApproximateJy $975

Date:

July 22 - 23, 2004

Location:

BCBSA Headquarters - Chicago, Illinois

Description:

The alJ-Blue Disaster Recovery Workgroup will share best practices in
the Blues in disaster recovery, business continuity and business
resumption.

Target Audience:

Blue Cross and Blue Shield executives in disaster recovery, business
continuity planning, contingency planning, and workpJace strategies.
Those with either facilities or IT responsibilities are invited.Subsidiaries
and affiliates of Blue P lans are also invited to attend.

Date:

October 25 - 28, 2004

Approximately $250

Location:

Westin Kierland Resort & Spa - Scottsdale, Arizona

Description:

This meeting provides critical information and updates regarding Inter
Plan Programs activities.Pre-conference training sessions will bring
newer staff members ''up to speed," and dozens of workshops, P lan
panels and general sessions will provide forums for learning and group
discussion.Two receptions provide ample time for networking and peer
to-peer learning.CP E credits offered.

Target Audience:

Plan staff with responsibility for national accounts, customer service,
provider relations, sales/marketing, operations, underwriting and ITS
systems are encouraged to attend.Also invited are those who tend to the
daily operations of BlueCard®, ITS and/or Away From Home Care®
programs.

Registration Fee:

Approximately $650

Registration Fee:

Inter-Plan Programs
Inter-Plan Programs Annual Meeting

e-Business
a-Business Summit
Date:

December 2004

Location:

TBD

Description:

The Summit is an opportunity for e-business leaders, ClOs and executives
from other business areas that are impacted by e-business to learn from
and interact with each other to determine what works and what doesn't
with regard to e-business strategy.

Target Audience:

e-business executives

Registration Fee:

$400

Exhibiting and sponsorship opportunities available. Contact Judy Noel at 312.297. 6328 or
judy. noel@bcbsa. com.
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Sponsorship opportunities available. Contact Judy Noel at 312.297. 6328 or
judy.noel@bcbsa. com.
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Healthcare Trends

Federal Employee Program (FEP)

Basics of the Healthcare Landscape and Trends in the Healthcare
Landscape

2004 FEP National Conference
Date:

June 7 - 9, 2004

Date:

Late Fall 2004

Location:

Anaheim Marriolt Hotel - Anaheim, California

Location:

TBD

Description:

Description:

This program for senior Blue executives discusses the latest trends in the
healthcare landscape.Distinguished faculty director Edward H. O'Neil,
Ph.D. will assemble experts from business coalitions, academia, physician
management, hospital management and other areas to provide an up-to
the-minute perspective.

The conference provides Plan staff the opportunity to learn the latest
changes and innovations in the Federal Employee Program, as well as the
chance to preview what's ahead for the Program in the 2005 contract year.

Target Audience:

All Pl an staff responsible for FEP finance, internal audits, benefits
administration, operations, healthcare management, field service and
provider reimbursement are invited to attend the conference.

Registration Fee:

No charge

Contact:

Kirk Bryant, 202.942.1138 or kirk.bryant@wro.bcbsa.com

Target Audience:

Registration Fee:

Senior Blue executives, especially those new to the healthcare
environment or that need an overview of trends in the healthcare
marketplace.
Approximately $1,000

FEP Field Service Planning Meeting

Information Technology
IT S TAG/User Group Combo Meetings

Date:

September 27 - 29, 2004

Location:

Gaylord Opryland Texas Resort & Convention Center - Grapevine, Texas

Description:

Specifically designed to prepare the Plans' FEP field service/marketing
staff assigned to achieve maximum success during open season by providing
specific competitive information, and strategic demographics critical to open
season planning implementation.In addition, this meeting introduces
F EP's media and subscriber education campaign and choice programs for
the upcoming open season.The meeting addresses benefits, administrative
cost regulations and all issues that will impact planning and preparation
for open season.Vendors who provide services to the FE P account will be
available to speak directly with participants. Time is generally carved out
for open forums, informal discussions and one-on-one consultation with
F EP director's office staff.

Target Audience:

FEP field service/marketing personnel that are responsible for managing
and implementing the field activities for FEP (specifically open season)
and internal staff who have direct contact with customers (year round and
open season).

The ITS User Group is one body of Plan representatives that the Association draws from to
develop functional requirements for new products, review operational impact analyses of
future ITS releases, and share best practices and operational impacts on an ongoing basis.
The User Group meets three times a year: March, July and November.
The Technical Advisory Group is a Plan-based forum in support of the technical evolution of
ITS to meet system-wide, inter-Plan business processing needs. The Technical Advisory
Group also meets three times a year: March, July and November.

IT S TAG/User Group Combo Meeting
Date:

March 8 - 12, 2004
July 12 - 16, 2004
November 1 - 5, 2004

Location:

Chicago, Illinois

Registralion Fee:

No charge

Target Audience:

ITS TAG and ITS User Group representatives.

Contact:

Muriel Gumbs, 202.942.1192 or muriel.gumbs@wro.bcbsa.com

Registration Fee:

$ 1 50

•

Internal Audit
National Internal Audit and Anti-Fraud Conference
Date:

May 25 - 29, 2004

Location:

Westin River North - Chicago, Illinois

Description:

This conference provides information that will help attendees better
understand the nature of fraud in the healthcare industry, along with the
dynamics and challenges facing internal audit staff at the Blue Cross and
11
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Finance and Tax

National Tax Conference

Chief Financial Officers Conference
Date:

June 27 - 29, 2004

Location:

TBD

Description:

This conference provides a forum to discuss key business, current business
challenges and financial issues, and build personal relationships by
networking with peers.Attending this conference will allow the attendee
to gain an understanding of the challenges facing other CFOs
in lhe Blue System.

Date:

December 1 - 3, 2004

Location:

Westin Kierland Resort & Spa - Scottsdale, Arizona

Description:

This conference provides critical information to Licensee tax personnel on
understanding the issues Plans are facing. Topics cover special tax rules
and authoritative interpretations unique to BCBS Plans.This conference
offers attendees better ways to manage the P lans' tax strategies and reduce
the tax liability. Attendees will also have the opportunity to network with
other BCBS tax personnel, outside tax experts and guest speakers. CPE
credits offered.

Il

Targel Audience:

Chief financial officers of Primary Licensees

Target Audience:

Plan financial tax staff, tax professionals and external tax advisors.

Registration Fee:

$950

Registration Fee:

$795

Blue Cross and Blue Shield Financial Training Program
Date:

TBD

Location:

BCBSA Headquarters - Chicago, Illinois

Description:

This training program provides information on accounting and federal
income tax issues, NAIC regulations, BCBSA financial reporting
requirements, accounting methods for BCBSA health benefit programs,
Managed Care Organization-Risk Based Capital (MCO-RBC) and much
more. CPE credils offered.

Target Audience:

Plan financia I staff with six to twenty-four months of Plan experience.

Registration Fee:

Approximately $900

Government Business Services
Medicare Financial Meeting
Date:

Fall

Location:

TBD

Description:

This program provides a forum for Medicare financial managers and
Medicare financial staff to discuss significant annual financial issues
relating to administering Medicare fee-for-service contracts. Presentations
by Association staff, external speakers and the Center for Medicare and
Medicaid Services (CMS) provide updates on changes in Medicare
financial policies and operations.Discussions include results of financial
reviews such as those conducted under the auspices of the CFO Act or
SAS 70. The meeting also includes administrative budget formulation and
execution, modification of internal controls with an emphasis on financial
operations and debt collection, and the applicability of Federal Acquisition
Regulation changes to the Medicare contract Updates on national CMS
initiatives such as H IGLAS will also be discussed.CPE credits offered.

Target Audience:

Financial managers and staff responsible for the Medicare fee-for-service
benefit and administrative accounting, planning and budget functions.

Registration Fee:

$300

National Finance, Actuarial and Underwriting Conference
Date:

September 21 - 24, 2004

Location:

Royal Pacific Resort & Spa - Orlando, Florida

Description:

This conference will provide a forum for Licensee financial, accounting,
actuarial and underwriting staff. Speakers wrn address topics that shape the
manner in which healthcare is delivered; strategies that influence the way
Plans conduct their business; updates in changing BCBSA and industry
rules, regulations, standards and guidelines; and the impact these forces
have on how the attendees perform their jobs.Additionally, attendees will
be able to choose from a selection of breakout sessions. Networking
opportunities will provide a forum for the exchange of ideas and discussion
of business practices with peers from other Blue Plans and Association staff.
CPE credits and SOA-approved PD units offered.

Target Audience:

Senior actuarial, finance and underwriting personnel.

Registration Fee:

$795

Senior Medicare Executives Meeting
Date:

Late May 2004 and Late October/Mid November 2004

Location:

TBD

Description:

This program provides a forum where Plans discuss the major issues faced
in the management and administration of the Medicare Program and
senior markets. Issues addressed include: strategic direction for Plan
contractors, legislative overviews, funding concerns, CMS policy and best
in-class performance.

Target Audience:

Vice presidents and directors of operation in Medicare Part A and Part B Plans.

Registration Fee:

$450

Exhibiting and sponsorship opportunities available. Contact Judy Noel at 312.297.6328 or
judynoel@bcbsa.com.
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Finance and Tax
Chief Financial Officers Conference

National Tax Conference
Date:

December 1 - 3, 2004

Location:

Westin Kierland Resort & Spa - Scottsdale, Arizona

Description:

This conference provides critical information to Licensee tax personnel on
understanding the issues Plans are facing.Topics cover special tax rules
and authoritative interpretations unique to BCBS Plans.This conference
offers attendees better ways to manage the Plans' tax strategi es and reduce
the tax liability. Attendees will also have the opportunity to network with
other BCBS tax personnel, outside tax experts and guest speakers.CPE
credits offered.

Date:

June Q7 - Q9, Q004

LocaLion:

TBD

Description:

This conference provides a forum to discuss key business, current business
challenges and financial issues, and build personal relationships by
networking with peers.Attending this conference will allow the attendee
to gain an understanding of the challenges facing other CFOs
in the Blue System.

Target Audience:

Chief financial officers of Primary Licensees

Target Audience:

Plan financial tax staff, tax professionals and external tax advisors.

Registration Fee:

$950

Registration Fee:

$795

Blue Cross and Blue Shield Financial Training Program
Date:

TBD

Location:

BCBSA Headquarters - Chicago, Illinois

Description:

This training program provides information on accounting and federal
income tax issues, NAIC regulations, BCBSA financial reporting
requirements, accounting methods for BCBSA health benefit programs,
Managed Care Organization-Risk Based Capital (MCO-RBC) and much
more.CPE credits offered.

Target Audience:

Plan financial staff with six to twenty-four months of Plan experience.

Registration Fee:

Approximately $900

Government Business Services
Medicare Financial Meeting
Date:

Fall

Location:

TBD

Description:

This program provides a forum for Medicare financial managers and
Medicare financial staff to discuss significant annual financial issues
relating to administering Medicare fee-for-service contracts. Presentations
by Association staff, external speakers and the Center for Medicare and
Medicaid Services (CMS) provide updates on changes in Medicare
financial policies and operations.Discussions include results of financial
reviews such as those conducted under the auspices of the CFO Act or
SAS 70.Th e meeting also includes administrative budget formulation and
execution, modification of internal controls with an emphasis on financial
operations and debt collection, and the applicability of Federal Acquisition
Regulation changes to the Medicare contract. Updates on national CMS
initiatives such as H IGLAS will also be discussed. CPE credits offered.

Target Audience:

Financial managers and staff responsible for the Medicare fee-for-service
benefit and administrative accounting, planning and budget functions.

Registration Fee:

$300

National Finance, Actuarial and Underwriting Conference
Date:

September Q1 - Q4, Q004

Location:

Royal Pacific Resort & Spa - Orlando, Florida

Description:

This conference will provide a forum for Licensee financial, accounting,
actuarial and underwriting slaff. Speakers will address topics that shape the
manner in which healthcare is delivered; strategies that influence the way
Plans conduct their business; updates in changing BCBSA and industry
rules, regulations, standards and guidelines; and the impact these forces
have on how the attendees perform their jobs. Additionally, attendees will
be able to choose from a selection of breakout sessions.Networking
opportunities will provide a forum for the exchange of ideas and discussion
of business practices with peers from other Blue Plans and Association staff.
CPE credits and SOA-approved PD units offered.

Target Audience:

Senior actuarial, finance and underwriting personnel.

Registration Fee:

$795

Exhibiting and sponsorship opportunities available. Contact Judy Noel at 312.297.6328 or
judy. nuel@bcbsa.com.

Senior Medicare Executives Meeting
Date:

Late May 2004 and Late October/Mid November Q 004

Location:

TBD

Description:

This program provides a forum where Plans discuss the major issues faced
in the management and administration of the Medicare Program and
senior markets. Issues addressed include: strategic direction for Plan
contractors, legi slative overviews, funding concerns, CMS policy and best
in-class performance.

Target Audience:

Vice presidents and directors of operation in Medicare Part A and Part B Plans.

Registration Fee:

$450
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Healthcare Trends

Federal Employee Program (FE P)

Basics of the Healthcare Landscape and Trends in the Healthcare
Landscape

2004 FEP National Conference

Date:

Late Fall 2004

Location:

TBD

Description:

This program for senior Blue executives discusses the latest trends in the
healthcare landscape.Distinguished faculty director Edward H. O'Neil,
Ph.D. will assemble experts from business coalitions, academia, physician
management, hospital management and other areas Lo provide an up-to
the-minute perspective.

Target Audience:

Registration Fee:

Senior Blue executives, especially those new to the healthcare
environmenl or Lhal need an overview of trends in the healthcare
marketplace.
A pproximately $1,000

Information Technology
IT S TAG/User Group Combo Meetings

•

•

Date:

June 7 - 9, 2004

Location:

Anaheim Marriott Hotel - Anaheim, California

Description:

The conference provides Plan staff the opportunity to learn the latest
changes and innovations in the Federal Employee Program, as well as the
chance to preview what's ahead for the Program in the 2005 contract year.

Target Audience:

All Plan staff responsible for FEP finance, internal audits, benefits
administration, operations, healthcare management, field service and
provider reimbursement are invited to attend the conference.

Registration Fee:

No charge

Contact:

Kirk Bryant, 202.942.1138 or kirk.bryant@wro.bcbsa.com

FEP Field Service Planning Meeting
Date:

September 27 - 29, 2004

Location:

Gaylord Opryland Texas Resort & Convention Center - Grapevine, Texas

Description:

Specifically designed to prepare the Plans' FEP field service/marketing
staff assigned to achieve maximum success during open season by providing
specific competitive information, and strategic demographics critical to open
season planning implementation.In addition, this meeting introduces
F EP's media and subscriber education campaign and choice programs for
the upcoming open season.The meeting addresses benefits, administrative
cost regulations and all issues that will impact planning and preparation
for open season.Vendors who provide services to the FEP account vvill be
available to speak directly with participants.Time is generally carved out
for open forums, informal discussions and one-on-one consultation with
FEP director's office staff.

Target Audience:

F EP field service/marketing personnel that are responsible for managing
and implementing the field activities for FEP (specifically open season)
and internal staff who have direct contact with customers (year round and
open season).

The ITS User Group is one body of Plan representatives that the Association draws from to
develop functional requirements for new products, review operational impact analyses of
future ITS releases, and share best practices and operational impacts on an ongoing basis.
The User Group meets three times a year: March, July and November.
The Technical Advisory Group is a Plan-based forum in support of the technical evolution of
ITS to meet system-wide, inter-Plan business processing needs. The Technical Advisory
Group also meets three times a year: March, July and November.

IT S TAG/User Group Combo Meeting
Date:

March 8 - 12, 2004
July 12 - 16, 2004
November 1 - 5, 2004

Location:

Chicago, Illinois

Registration Fee:

No charge

Target Audience:

ITS TAG and ITS User Group representatives.

Contact:

Muriel Gumbs, 202.942.1192 or muriel.gumbs@wro.bcbsa.com

Registration Fee:

$150

Internal Audit
National Internal Audit and Anti-Fraud Conference
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Date:

May 25 - 29, 2004

Location:

Westin River North - Chicago, Illinois

Description:

This conference provides information that will help attendees better
understand the nature of fraud in the healthcare industry, along with the
dynamics and challenges facing internal audit staff at the Blue Cross and

2004 Educational Programs

Blue Shield Plans. The blend of general session and workshop topics
will provide insight into new and innovative fraud detection programs,
specific fraud prevention and awareness techniques, fraud prosecution
procedures, internal audit strategies and best practices, FEP and BlueCard®
audit topics, management roundtables, BCBS IA QAR training, corporate
governance, risk analysis, and specific IS and operational audit programs.
This conference also provides an opportunity for attendees to network
with other Blue Cross and Blue Shield anti-fraud and internal audit
personnel and guest speakers. CPE credits offered.

Institute for Business Strategy Development
Date:

October 1 1 - 1 3, 2004

Location:

James Allen Center, Kellogg School or Management,
Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois

Description:

BCBSA's signature course on business slrategy will focus on understanding
and responding to the competition and creating a learning organization.
The faculty includes Dipak Jain, Ph.D., Dean, Kellogg School of
Management, Edward Zajac, Ph.D., and Robert Dewar, Ph.D.

Target Audience:

Executives and those with potential for promotion to key positions at
BCBS Plans, their subsidiaries and partners. Typical attendees include:
vice presidents, directors and managers that are involved in formulating
their company's strategic direction.

Registration Fee:

Target Audience:

All internal audit, IS audit and anti-fraud personnel.

Registration Fee:

$995 ($895 earlybird discount available)

F,xhibiting and sponsorship opportunities available. Contact Judy Noel at 312.297.6328 or
judy. noel@bcbsa.com.

Approximately $2,000

Internal Audit Training Program

Disaster Recovery, Business Resumption
and Contingency Planning
Disaster Recovery, Business Resumption and Contingency
Planning Workgroup

Date:

September 1 3 - 1 7, 2004

Location:

BCBSA Headquarters - Chicago, Illinois

Description:

This program addresses internal audit administration issues, auditing Plan
functional areas, an overview of various BCBSA health benefit program
audit risks and information technology audit skills. CPE credits offered.

Target Audience:

Plan internal audit staff with six to twenty-four months of Plan experience.
Particularly relevant for those auditors new to managed care.

Registration Fee:

Approximately $975

Date:

July 22 - 23, 2004

Location:

BCBSA Headquarters - Chicago, Illinois

Description:

The all-Blue Disaster Recovery Workgroup will share best practices in
the Blues in disaster recovery, business continuity and business
resumption.

Target Audience:

Blue Cross and Blue Shield executives in disaster recovery, business
continuity planning, contingency planning, and workplace strategies.
Those with either facilities or IT responsibilities are invited. Subsidiaries
and affiliates of Blue Plans are also invited to attend.

Date:

October 25 - 28, 2004

Approximately $250

Location:

Westin Kierland Resort & Spa - Scottsdale, Arizona

Description:

This meeting provides critical information and updates regarding Inter
Plan Programs activities. Pre-conference training sessions will bring
newer staff members "up to speed," and dozens of workshops, Plan
panels and general sessions will provide forums for learning and group
discussion. Two receptions provide ample time for networking and peer
to-peer learning. CPE credits offered.

Target Audience:

Plan staff with responsibility for national accounts, customer service,
provider relations, sales/marketing, operations, underwriting and ITS
systems are encouraged to attend. Also invited are those who tend to the
daily operations of BlueCard®, ITS and/or Away From Home Care®
programs.

Registration Fee:

Approximately $650

Registration Fee:

e-Business
e-Business Summit
Date:

December 2004

Location:

TBD

Description:

The Swnmit is an opportunity for e-business leaders, CIOs and executives
from other business areas that are impacted by e-business to learn from
and interact with each other to determine what works and what doesn't
with regard to e-business strategy.

Target Audience:

e-business executives

Registration Fee:

$400

Exhibiting and sponsorship opportunities available. Contact Judy Noel at 312. 297.6328 or
judy. noel@bcbsa.com.

Inter-Plan Programs
Inter-Plan Programs Annual Meeting

_,

Sponsorship opportunities available. Contact Judy Noel at 312.29Z6328 or
judy. noel@bcbsa.com.
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Inter-Plan Programs Technologies
Note: Fee for each conference is $250

Introduction to IT S and Plan Profile Training
Date:

January 27 - 30, 2004

Location:

Phoenix, Arizona

Description:

Introduction to ITS: This module offers an overview of Inter-Plan

program, and the key
Teleprocessing Services (ITS), the
formats of the ITS claims processing system.Session is 1 1/2 days.
BlueCard®

ITS Plan Profile Training: This module explains the Plan Profile rules,

which manage and route claims through ITS.The session reviews how
rules are created and maintained and provides participants opportunities
to create, update and delete rules in a test environment Session is 1 1/2 days.
Target Audience:

Introduction to ITS: New Plan staff who have little or no background with
health insurance or Blue Cross and Blue Shield or who are new to claims
processing and/or the BlueCard® program.
ITS Plan Profile Training: Individuals who process ITS claims and who

need to understand how inter-Plan claims are routed and managed;
individuals who are responsible for managing their Plan's Plan Profile
database.

CHPI Board of Directors' Meetings
Date:

February 1, 2004

Location:

Vail, Colorado

Date:

June 1 5, 2004

Location:

Chicago, lllinois

Date:

September 1 5, 2004

Location:

Washington, D.C.

Date:

November 9, 2004

Location:

Baltimore, Maryland

Contact Center, Claims and Customer Service
Customer Contact Center Conference and Claims Conference
Date:

March 2 1 - 24, 2004

Location:

Renaissance VVaverly Hotel - Atlanta, Georgia

Description:

The latest information on call center management from both the customer
service and telecommunications perspective with updates on customer
relationship management, voice-over 1 / P, tours of other industries' call
centers and much more. The conference will feature two segments of
AT&T's Call Center University designation program and a half -d ay
technical session for telecommunications executives. This year, for the
first time, there will be issues of interest to executives in claims because
of the strong link between claims and customer service.

Target Audience:

Call cenler, Lelecommunications, claims and customer service managers.

Registration Fee:

$650 for the conference; $500 for the AT&T Call Center University
designation program.

IT S Plan Profile and BlueExchange®
Date:

April 20 - 23, 2004

Location:

Chicago, Illinois

Description:

ITS Plan Profile: This module explains the Plan Profile rules, which
manage and route claims through ITS. The session reviews how rules are
created and maintained and provides participants opportunities to create,
update and delete rules in a test environment. Session is 1 1 /2 days.
BlueExchange® : This module examines BlueExchange®, the Blue Cross

and Blue Shield Association's inter-Plan system for select HIPAA transaction
processing. The module provides in-depth technical information on how
transactions are processed through BlueExchange®. Session is 1 1 /2 days.
Target Audience:

ITS Plan Profile: Individuals who process ITS claims and who need to

understand how inler-Plan claims are routed and managed; individuals
who are responsible for managing their Plan's Plan Profile database.

BlueExchange®: Individuals who are engaged in HIP A A transaction

processing or who need to understand the technical processing and Plan
interaction with BlueExchange ®.
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Exhibiting and sponsorship opportunities available. Contact Judy Noel at 312. 297.6328 or
judy. noel@bcbsa.com.

Corporate Strategy and Leadership
Duke Executive Leadership Forum
Date:

July 1 8 - 22, 2004 (Tentative)

Location:

R.David Thomas Center, Fuqua School of Business, Duke University,
Durham, North Carolina

Description:

The Executive Leadership Forum provides an opportunity for Blue
managers to step back and take a broader look at business strategies and
the principles of executive leadership. Experienced faculty from the Amos
Tuck School of Business Administration, Dartmouth College, Babson
College and Blue managers will share best practices on how to effectively
lead an organization.

Audience:

Senior Blue executives, their partners and subsidiaries.

Registration Fee:

Approximately $3, 1 00
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Compliance
Compliance and Ethics Conference
Date:

March 1 - 4, 2004

Location:

Sheraton Palace Hotel - San Francisco, California

Description:

This conference enables Blue Plans to better understand current trends
impacting Plan compliance and ethics practices. CPE credits offered.
There will be two optional sessions held before the conference:
■ Introduction to Compliance and Ethics - In this newly updated session,
attendees will gain a basic understanding of healthcare-related compliance
and ethics issues.

Target Audience:

IT S Uniform Pricing Facility & Other Party Liability
Date:

July 1 3 - 1 6, 2004

Location:

Seattle, Washington

Description:

IT S Uniform Pricing Facility & Other Party Liability: This module reviews
how claims are priced by the UPF calculator as well as how discounts and
charges are applied. The Other Party Liability portion explains how to
identify claim entries essential for successful OPL calculation and
processing. Session is 1 1 /2 days.

Target Audience:

IT S Uniform Pricing Facility & Other Party Liability: Individuals who
process ITS claims or who are involved in claims pricing and/or auditing.

IT S SIRF & Adjustments; Non-claim Formats; Central Financial Agency

■ Best Practices Compliance and Ethics Roundtable - This session
is designed for compliance & ethics professionals who have significant
compliance and/or ethics experience.

Date:

N ovcmber 2 - 5, 2004

Note: These two sessions run simultaneously, so participants may attend
one or the other, but not both.

Location:

Atlanta, Georgia

Description:

IT S SIRF & Adjustments: This module examines the Standard Inter-Plan
Resolution Facility (SIRF) which is used to facilitate communication
between Plans about claims "in progress?' The training also focuses on
how to correct adjudicated claims. Session is 1 1 /2 days.

Typically, attendees have included staff in the following departments:
legal, compliance, privacy, human resources, and internal audit.

Registration Fees: Compliance and Ethics Conference: $1,120 ($1,020 early bird discount available)
Introduction to Compliance and Ethics: $775 ($675 early bird discount available)
Best Practices Compliance and Ethics Roundtable: $175

IT S Non-claim Formats: This module examines in detail the MEF, PDF, CBF
formals and how they are used in ITS claims processing. Session is 1 day.
IT S Central Financial Agency: This module explains the role and functions
of tl1e Central Financial Agency, which manages financial transfers and
reimbursements between Plans once claims are successfully adjudicated.
Session is 1 day.

Consortium Health Plans, Inc.
Note: The meetings below are sponsored by Consortium Health Plans, Inc., not the Blue Cross
and Blue Shield Association. For more information on Consortium Health Plans' meetings,
call Debra Shepard at 410.772.2904 or debbie.shepard@chpmail.com.

Target Audience:

IT S Central Financial Agency: Individuals involved in claims adjudication,
claim processing, claims auditing.

Healthcare Forum
Date:

April 25 - 28, 2004

Location:

Phoenix, Arizona

Description:

Opportunity for Blue national account executives to interact with key
benefit consultants and brokers.

Target Audience:

Account executives, sales representatives and others involved in national
accounts.

Registration Fee:

No charge, by invitation of CHP I

Conlact:

Debbie Shepard, 410.772.2904 or debbie.shepard@chpmail.com

IT S SIRF & Adjustments: Individuals who process ITS claims, who are
responsible for claims adjusting or auditing.

Labor
National Labor Management Healthcare Strategies Conference
Date:

March 9 - 11, 2004

Location:

Westin Diplomat Resort & Spa - Hollywood, Florida

Description:

Thi s annual training conFerence will give the attendee a unique look at
goals and objectives of labor and management in the process of acquiring,
retaining and negotiating healthcare benefits.

Target Audience:

Plan marketing and sales representatives and executives focused on the
labor segment.

Registration Fee:

$595
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Lawyers

Anti-Fraud

38th Annual Lawyers' Conference

National Internal Audit and Anti-Fraud Conference

Date:

May 5 - 7, 2004

Date:

May 26 - 28, 2004

Location:

Hyatt Regency Newport - Newport, Rhode Island

Location:

Westin River North - Chicago, Illinois

Description:

This conference will focus on issues affecting the current legal and
political environment.

Description:

Target Audience:

Plan attorneys and legal counsel retained by the Plan.

Registration Fee:

$775

This conference provides information that will help attendees better
understand the nature of fraud in the healthcare industry, along with the
dynamics and challenges facing internal audit staff at the Blue Cross and
Blue Shield Plans.The blend of general session and workshop topics will
provide insight into new and innovative fraud detection programs, specific
fraud prevention and awareness techniques, fraud prosecution procedures,
internal audit strategies and best practices, FEP and BlueCard ® audit
topics, management roundtables, BCBS IA QAR training, corporate
governance, risk analysis, and specific IS and operational audit programs.
This conference also provides an opportunity for attendees to network
with other Blue Cross and Blue Shield anti-fraud and internal audit
personnel and guest speakers.CPE credits offered.

Target Audience:

All internal audit, IS audit and anti-fraud personnel.

Registration Fee:

$995 ($895 early bird discount available)

Exhibiting opportunities available. Contact Judy ,Voel at 312. 297.6328 or judy.noel@bcbsa.com,,

Marketing
National Marketing and Communications Conference and
National Program Delivery Conference
Date:

May 23 - 25, 2004

Location:

Marriott Philadelphia Hotel - Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Description:

This conference will be an invaluable forum for sharing best practices
of the Blues.Hot topics in marketing, communications, and national
accounts will be the main areas of focus.

Target Audience:

Marketing, sales, communications, media relations and advertising
executives; network/product development specialists; operations
representatives; and national account managers.

Certified Health Consultant

$550

Date:

Summer 2004

Location:

TBD

Description:

Medical Management

This conference provides leading edge training and education on sales
and marketing issues.Participants have the potential to earn two
prestigious designations (CHC and PAHM).

Target Audience:

Blues' Exclusive NCQA Advanced Training Program and HEDIS®
Conference

BCBS sales and marketing staff, actuaries and underwriters working in
teams with sales and service staff are encouraged to attend.

Registration Fee:

$1,150

Registration Fee:

Exhibiting and sponsorship opportunities available. Contact Judy Noel at 312.297. 6328 or
judy. noel@bcbsa. com.
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Date:

August 18 - 20, 2004

Location:

Marriott Chicago - Chicago, Illinois

Description:

Two different programs conducted sequentially. The NCQA program
begins Wednesday, August 18 and runs through noon on Thursday,
August 19.The H ED IS program begins at approximately 1:00 p.m.on
Thursday, August 19 and continues through close of day on August 20.
You may attend either program or both.

Exhibiting and sponsorship opportunities available. Contact Judy Noel at 312.297.6328 or
Judy. noel@bcbsa.com.

Certified Health Consultant Program (CHC)

NCQA Jointly sponsored by National Committee on Quality Assurance
(NCQA) and Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association (BCBSA). This

Orientation to BCBSA
Senior Plan Executive Orientation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .21

advanced training program, which draws upon the same methods and
materials used by NCQA for training surveyors, helps participants
develop a thorough understanding of the intent of the 2003 accreditation
standards, including how NCQA surveyors critically assess documentation
to determine compliance with the standards. This meeting is exclusive to
Blue Plans and will provide ample opportunities to network with colleagues
from around the country.

Provider Relations
Focus on Providers Conference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2 1
Training
Training and Organizational Development Conference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2 1

HEDIS - Developed for Blue quality improvement professionals, this
conference offers a diverse faculty representing N CQA, Blue Plans, major
H EDIS auditing firms, behavioral health providers, and a major university.
Together they will share their knowledge of techniques to improve H EDIS
collection and improve outcomes. The conference will use both lectures
and interactive workgroups, where participants can exchange H EDIS
ideas with their Blue peers. The HEDIS conference will provide an update
on the latest information on HEDIS measurements, audits, HIPAA and
best practices.

Western Conference of Prepaid Medical Service Plans
External Operations Conference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .22
Internal Operations Conference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .22
Annual Leadership 2004 Conference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .22

Audience for
NCQA:
Audience for
HEDIS:

BCBS quality management staff and medical directors.
All individuals involved in H EDlS, quality improvement, and
performance measurement.

Registration Fees: NCQA: Approximately $795
H E DIS: Approximately $495
Both Programs: Approximately $ 1095
Exhibiting and sponsorship opportunities available. Contact Judy Noel at 312.297. 6328 or
Judy noel@bcbsa. com.

Best Practices in Medical and Pharmacy Management Conference
Date:

November 7 - 9, 2004

Location:

Sheraton Chicago - Chicago, Illinois

Description:

This conference, supported by the National Council of Physician Executives,
will provide attendees with an opportunity to learn about the latest
innovations in healthcare and pharmacy management.

Target Audience:

BCBS executives including medical directors, QI, network, provider
relations and pharmacy directors; clinical pharmacists; case managers;
health promotion educators and utilization management staff;
government programs staff; and other health management staff.

Registration Fee:

Approximately $300

Exhibiting and sponsorship opportunities available. Contact Judy Noel at 312.297. 6328 or
judy. noel@bcbsa.com.
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National Medical Management Forum
Date:

April 14 - 16, 2004

Location:

Fairmont Chicago - Chicago, Illinois

Description:

This program will provide the opportunity to share and collaborate on
medical management activities designed to improve Plan operations.
Workgroups will address the following topics: disease management,
utilization management, case management, medical economics,
government programs, medical policy, pharmaceutical management,
national programs, behavioral health and health promotion. There will
be an additional session in October during the Best Practices in Medical
and P harmacy Management Conference.

Target Audience:

RegisLration Fee:

Medical management professionals including medical directors;
government program directors; compliance managers; case, care and
utilization managers; and pharmacy staff.
$300

Exhibiting and sponsorship opportunities available. Contact Judy Noel at 312.297.6328 or
judy.noeL@bcbsa.com.

Healthcare Trends
Basics of the Healthcare Landscape and Trends in the Healthcare Landscape . .14

Information Technology
ITS TAG/User Group Combo Meeting . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . .14

Internal Audit
National Internal Audit and Anti-Fraud Conference . . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .14
Internal Audit 'Il·aining Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .15

Inter-Plan Programs
Inter-Plan Programs Annual Meeting . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .15

Inter-Plan Programs Technologies
Introduction to ITS and Plan Profile Training . . . . . . . .. ... .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . .16
ITS Plan Profile and BlueExchange® . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ... . . . .. . . . . . . . . .16
Uniform Pricing Facility & Other Party Liability . . . . . ..... .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .17
S I RF & Adjustments; Non-claim Formats; and Central Financial Agency . ... ..17

National Employee Benefits
2004 Benefits Meeting for Blue Plans (NEBA Conference)
Date:

April 28-50, 2004

Location:

BCBSA Headquarters - Chicago, Illinois

Description:

This conference is an opportunity for Plans' employee benefit professionals to
share best practices and to learn about the latest benefit news and trends.

Target Audience:

Human resow·ce and finance officers, benefits managers, P lan administrators.

Registration Fee:

$500

National Labor Management Healthcare Strategies Conference . . . . . . . . . ... . .17

Lawyers
58th Annual Lawyers' Conference . . .. . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .18

Marketing
National Marketing and Communications Conference and
National Program Delivery Conference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .18

Medical Management

NASCO

Blues' Exclusive NCQA Advanced Training P rogram and
H EDIS® Conference . . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..18

2004 NASCO Network Conference

Best Practices in Medical and Pharmacy Management Conference . . . . . . . . . . .19

Note: The meeting below is sponsored by NASCO, not the Blue Cross and Blue Shield

National Medical Management Forwn . . . . .. .. . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20

Association.
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Labor

Date:

September (Tentative)

Location:

Florida (Tentative)

Description:

The conference will cover various topics, such as e-business, HIPAA,
reducing costs/improving efficiencies and account implementations,
presented in a format geared to help the Blues excel competitively in
the national account marketplace.

Target Audience:

Plan managers, directors, vice presidents and analysts from areas that
interact with NASCO, including systems, operations, sales/marketing,
finance and underwriting.

Registration Fee:

No charge

Contact:

E-mail beth.kiefer@nasco.com or call Beth Kiefer at 678.441.6013

National Employee Benefits
2004 Benefits Meeting for Blue Plans (NEBA Conference) . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .20

National Program Delivery
see Marketing . . . .. .. . .. .. ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .18

NASCO
2004 NASCO Network Conference . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .20

Ta ble of Contents

Anti-Fraud
National Internal Audit and Anti-Fraud Conference . ... .. .. .. .... .. . .. . . . . . 7

Certified Health Consultant
Certified Health Consultant Program (CHC) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

Communications

Orientation to BCBSA
Senior Plan Executive Orientation
Date:

January 15 - 16, 2004 and Fall 2004 (TBD)

Location:

Intercontinental Chicago - Chicago, lllinois

Description:

The program provides attendees an in-depth understanding of the
Association's role and governance process, its relationship with Plans,
and the programs and resources available to Plans through BCBSA.

Target Audience:

Executives of licensed Plans and affiliates new to the Blue Cross Blue
Shield System, or in new positions that interact with BCBSA.

Regi stration Fee:

No Charge

see Marketing . . . . . . . . . .. .. .... .. .. . . . . . ... .. . .. . .. ... .. ..... .. . .. .. .18

Compliance
Compliance and Ethics Conference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. ... .... .. . . . . . . . . . . 8

Consortium Health Plans, Inc.
Healthcare Forum . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. ... .. . . . . . .. .8
C H P I Board of Director's Meetings .. .. .. .. ... .. ... ... .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . 9

Contact Center, Claims and Customer Service
Customer Contact Center and Claims Conference .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . 9

Corporate Strategy and Leadership

Provider Relations
Focus on Providers Conference
Date:

April 1 - 2, 2004

Location:

Westin Horton Plaza - San Diego, California

Description:

This year's Focus on Providers Conference has been expanded to offer
attendees an environment where they can learn strategies for enhancing
local and inter-Plan provider relations. This year's program will include
exclusive sessions for executives and senior management (e.g., vice
presidents, executive directors).

Target Audience:

Provider relations and contracting staff, network managers, national
account and medical management staff.

Registration Fee:

$350

Duke Executive Leadership Forum . . . .. . ... .. . .. ... .. ... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Institute for Business Strategy Development .. .. ... .. . .. ... .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . 10

Disaster Recovery, Business Resumption
and Contingency Planning
Disaster Recovery, Business Resumption and
Contingency Planning Conference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . ... . .. . . . .. .. .1 0

e-Business
e-Business Summit . .. ..... .. .. ..... .. .. ... .. ... .. .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . .10

Federal Employee Program (FEP)
2004 F EP National Conference .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 11
FEP Field Service Planning Meeting . . . .. .... . . . .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. ' 1
1

Training
Training and Organizational Development Conference
Date:

January 12 - 13, 2004

Location:

Westin Kierland Resort & Spa - Scottsdale, Arizona

Description:

The conference will focus on the key issues facing Blue managers in
training and organizational development.The goals of the program are to
share best practices in the Blues, provide an opportunity for networking
and peer interaction and explore the trends in the healthcare environment
th at will affect training. While BCBSA will appropriately involve outside
business partners and highly value their participation, the main focus will
be on implementing best practices in the Blues.

Target Audience:

Chief learning officers, training and organizational development managers,
marketing trainers, IT trainers, operational trainers, human resource
executives, program facilitators, and others responsible for training and
organizational development.

Registration Fee:

$500

Finance and Tax
Chief Financial Officers Conference .. . .. .. .. . . . .. .. . .. ... .. .... . . . . .. ... 12
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Financial '!raining Program .. .. .. . . . . . . . . ... ..12
National Finance, Actuarial and Underwriting Conference ... .. . . . . . . .. .. ..12
National Tax Conference .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. . 1 3

Government Business Services
Medicare Financial Meeting .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. ... .. . .. ... . . . .. .... ... .. 13
Senior Medicare Executives Meeting .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . ... .. . . . . . 1 3

E.r:hibiting and sponsorship opportunities available. Contact Judy \oel at 312.297. 6328 or
Judy. noel@bcbsa. com.
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Western Conference of Prepaid Medical
Service Plans
Note: The meetings below are sponsored by the Western Conference of Prepaid Medical

Service Plans, not the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association. For more information visit
wvvw.westernconference.org.

External Operations Conference
Date:

June 8 - 11, 2004

Location:

The Westin Crown Center - Kansas City, Missouri

Description:

External Operations Conference

Target Audience:

External operations staff such as marketing and sales; corporate
communications; professional relations and provider networks;
underwriting and actuarial; and medical directors that are members
of the Western Conference.

Contact:

www.westernconference.org

2004 Educational Programs
Knowledge is your greatest asset. By harnessing the wealth of knowledge
within the B lue Cross and Blue Shield System, you can learn about
successful business practi ces that deliver results in the independent Blue
Plans. Blue Cross and B lue Shield Association (B C B SA) is pleased to present
the most current program information available for 2004 conferences,
training and educational programs. These programs will enable you to learn
new techniques in your area of expertise and will provide the opportunities
for you to expand your network of peers in the Blues.
Please visit our extranet site, at http://blueweb.bcbs.com, for more
information on B C B SA educational programs. To register online for the
conferences, visit www.bcbs.com/events and enter the User Name

Internal Operations Conference
July 11 - 14, 2004

Location:

Hilton San Diego Resort - San Diego, California

To obtain additional information about a specific program, please contact

Description:

Internal Operations Conference

the Conference Registrar at 3 12.297.5825.

Target Audience:

Internal operations staff involved in the following disciplines: accounting,
claims, customer service, finance, human resources, information systems,
and membership.

If you are interested in exhibit opportunities, please visit

Contact:

www.westernconference.org

Leadership 2004 Conference
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"BlueEvenls" and the Password ''register?'

Date:

Date:

September 19 - 22, 2004

Location:

Westin Bayshore Hotel - Vancouver, British Columbia

Description:

Annual Leadership Conference

Target Audience:

Chief executive officers, board members, and senior management in Plans
that are members of the Western Conference.

Contact:

www.westernconference.org

www.bcbs.com/conferences and enter the User Name "meeting"
and Lhe Password "blue?'

.. ..

BlueCross BlueShield
Association
An Association of Independent
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans

Please help us keep our mailing list up to date
If you would like to make additions, deletions or changes to our mailing list,
please fill out the following and telefax it to Nyree Newton at 3 12.297.6920.

0

Please add the followi ng name to the mailing list

Which department or types of mailings are most appropriate for you to receive
(for example, acluarial, marketing, BlueCard®, etc.)?

0

Please delete the following name fro m the mailing l ist

Name: ____________ _ _______ __________
Title:
Company Name:
Address: _________ ___________________
City, State, Zip: _______________ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _
_
Phone: _

_

_

_

_______________________

E-mail:
If you would like additional information on any specific conference or training
program, please call the BCBSA Conference Registrar at 312.297.5825 or
Jason E. Jones at 3 12.297.5799.

Education and
Training Services
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BlueCross Blm
Association

An Association of Ind,
Blue Cross and Blue f

••

BlueCross BlueShield
Association
An Association of Independent
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans

225 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60601
www. B C B S .com
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